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Mobile application for non contact heart 
pulse measurement on multiple people

Non invasive video method for simultaneous 
heart pulse measurement on multiple 

people in real time



Main Screen



Multi Heart Rate

Google Play (Multi Heart Rate)

http://bit.do/mhrate

https://play.google.com/apps/testing/com.muchev.rate.heart.multi

Google Plus Group (Multi Heart Rate testers)

http://bit.do/mhrtest

https://plus.google.com/communities/103049212222286143812



Cardiovascular system

1. High heart rate
- Presence of abnormality
(anxiety, anger, excitement, 
emotion, heart condition, 
asthma, big meal, etc… )

2. No heart rate
- death



Settings Screen

(Shared Preferences)
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Use cases

• Medicine

- primary health care (no sensors, cables, 
maintenance)

- newborns, patients with burns or traumas, studying 
sleeping habits

- where continuous heart pulse measurement is - where continuous heart pulse measurement is 
important. 

• Sport

- Optimal exercising and use of energy

- Attacking when opposite players are tired can give 
you advantage to win.



Use cases

• Security

- Driver and passengers

- Airports, malls, universities, etc…

- People working at high places or mines where first help is 
not available

• Sales and marketing• Sales and marketing

- Notification where to buy coffee if low heart rate is 
detected for some time

- Better marketing campaigns 

• Video games and applications

- No physical controllers or difficulty level – control by 
users heart rate change



Musiccino

Combine

• Multi Heart Rate

• Spotify Android SDK

• Echo Nest API• Echo Nest API



FAQ

1. Does it work with dark skinned people?
Yes and I need more test subjects, so if you know some willing to test please share.

2. Does it work if my forehead covered by something (ex.hair)?
This is a limitation. Luckily usually males do not have much hair covering the forehead.

3. Why the app is big (~19 megabytes)3. Why the app is big (~19 megabytes)
The apk contains libs to support multiple hardware architectures (x86,ARM,MIPS,etc.).

Questions?



Thank you

risto.muchev@gmail.com


